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PF Lazor was born and raised in Michigan and moved to California in 1976, with big dreams for
his future. By his mid-20s, he had accomplished far more than most people do in a whole lifetime.
Through his accomplishments, PF contributed much to the good of society in many ways. Some of
these accomplishments are: he was a pilot and skydiving instructor, a licensed realtor, the author
of numerous books, including poetry in hardback at age 20, a songwriter /composer of hundreds
of songs, had his own renowned band doing a tribute performance of Buddy Holly and became
known worldwide as “Buddy Holly Jr”. He had various patented inventions and many other patents
pending.
Throughout PF's growing up years, he was often very ill and bedridden with bronchial and toxicity
related illnesses. 1982 was his first year of normal health. To this day he still has a condition
known as MCS (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity) which has resulted in causing him extreme pain
and retaliation due to where he has had to live for the past 29 1/2 years; a place where he has no
control over his food, drink and other environmental factors.
Despite his health issues, PF worked labor jobs as early as age 8 and began early in life as an
entrepreneur. There was no support system available to him, so he accomplished all that he did
without any help, encouragement or financial aid from family, school, community or anyone.
At age 16 PF laid out his whole life plan - knowing that he wanted a life of lofty achievements for
the good of society. He devoted his time and his life to good causes. He became very outspoken
against drugs, crime, and purposelessness - the things that waste the precious gift of life. He
values every moment of life (his and others') and used his time for constructive purposes to
benefit his community and all humanity. On more than one occasion, he risked his own life to save
someone else’s.
PF founded a small corporation with 10 small businesses he operated for over 12 years. All of
these businesses served the purpose of helping others in one way or another. He lived close to
the poverty line so that he could reinvest his money into his big dreams in the music, film and
invention industries. PF also volunteered his aeronautical skills for emergency and rescue needs,
on call at any time, despite his full schedule.
In his late 20s, a terrible tragedy occurred that basically took away PF's life and put a stop to all
he was doing. In January of 1983, a man who had been threatening to kill PF, violently broke into
PF’s home and came at him with a gun and a meat clever. In self-defense, PF shot the man.
Shockingly, PF was convicted of second degree murder and sentenced to 17 years in prison.

Nearly 30 years now and he is still in prison today – more than 20 years past his mandatory
release date, which with good time credits was May 1992. He has watched career criminals,
sentenced to exactly his same sentence, who came to prison years after he did and who have
already been released on parole and gone home years ago!
This whole thing has been a great injustice, not only for PF and everyone that knows and loves
him, but to the people of the jury, who never got to hear the truth of the case. Tragically, they
think they did. You see, PF’s attorney would not allow him to tell his side of what happened. I and
the people who know PF know that he was framed and wrongfully convicted. PF is not a criminal,
never has been, and never would be. His case was one of self-defense and there shouldn’t have
even been a trial, let alone a conviction. His trial was full of misrepresentations and
misinformation, much of which (I am sad to say) is still being presented as the truth through
different sources on the internet and in court records. He was clearly railroaded. We have 100%
proof that dozens of pieces of trial evidence were falsified by the prosecution team and the police,
with the aid of PF’s own attorney. PF’s attorney was the main person who covered up all of the
misconduct!
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One year after his conviction, California enacted a law (Home Protection Self- Defense Bill, Penal
Code section 198.5) which recognizes that PF's act was not a crime, but it cannot be applied
retroactively. In today's world, being falsely imprisoned could happen to anyone, even you or me,
as it does hundreds of times every year across America. The U.S. Department of Justice recently
acknowledged that some 270,000 U.S. prisoners are actually innocent.
I know all of this to be true and much of it first-hand, because I myself have lived through it with
him. This man has become, in essence, my adopted son and I have been in contact with him,
almost daily, for all of these many years. He continues to amaze me with who he is inside, as well
as outside. He has been through torture and hell for the past 29- plus years in prison, yet he
continues to hold a kind and loving, forgiving, appreciative attitude towards most everyone. His
love for our Heavenly Father is what has given him the courage and strength to withstand the
unbearable and unjust experiences he has had to endure. Of course our greatest desire is for PF
to be released from prison and exonerated.
If you are a person with spare time or time you could make available, or if you or anyone you know
of (especially an attorney) could aid in any way or help free this deserving man (or help
financially, even just $10 or so) please contact me: Gayle Travis, 21736 Orange Ave, Castro Valley,
CA 94546. E-mail gaylet78@yahoo.com. My preference is for you to call me # 510-889-

8815.

Also, you can learn more at Free Lazor's website: www. free-lazor.org You can e-mail him
(but it is greatly delayed due to double mailing) through his webmaster: mail@freelazor.org Also a new site is available by Rudy Davis who has devoted much time and space for
Free and other unjust cases: www.yearofjubile.com
Other Notables:
* Final astronaut candidate to be 1st non-government person in history to rocket into outer space. * An
actor in major feature films. * Known as "Happy The Clown" (The Ice Cream Clown) in Metro Detroit area,
1970s. * Did volunteer TV and radio PSA (Public Service Announcements) work for charitable causes.
* Frequently visited the elderly, hospitalized, shut-ins, to give them joy, cheer and hope. * An endurancestrength competition record holder, for decades. * A front line whistleblower against prison system
corruption, as an innocent prisoner for almost 30 years. (Which is
why he remains in prison today, two decades beyond his release date). * And much more.

